Calling café owners
Better quality, less time,
®
more savings with Lamequick
for your dalgona coffee offerings

With its photo-worthy dollop of soft, foamy whipped coffee ‘floating’ on a body of
cool milk, it is no wonder that Dalgona coffee has taken the global social media
scene by storm. For café owners that look to offer this trendy new beverage as
part of their menu, we have the right solution for that perfect Dalgona that is
forthier, easier & even more cost effective.
A bit of the backstory - the name Dalgona was made popular by a Korean artist,
who found an uncanny resemblance of the brown foam topping to a popular
traditional Korean candy that is sweet, but also balanced with a distinctive
smoky and nutty flavour.
Given its simplicity and readily available ingredients, most online recipes would
recommend a 1:1:1 ratio of instant coffee, sugar and hot water, whipped either
with a mixer or by hand, then poured over an ice-cold milk.
The catch - even with a mechanical mixer, it takes about 10 minutes to whip up
the al-important brown, creamy, thick and foam with the right texture. While this
visually attractive frothy top poses an efficiency challenge for café owners to
meet with the demand, it also offers an exciting opportunity for café owners to
be innovative in creating recipes with surprising new flavours and experiences.

Capture the hearts of
consumers with superior
taste & texture.
Lamequick creates fluffy and tasty desserts
with superior foam firmness, stability and a
creamy sensation with an exquisite taste and
mouthfeel. The several grades of Lamequick
deliver excellent taste profiles, a full body and
versatile melting properties.
®

®

Our Lamequick range has vegan and diary
options, with all products delivering the great
mouthfeel expected of the whipped coffee
cream in a Dalgona coffee. Plus, you can
half your ingredient cost, and reduce your
preparation time by more than 70%. What's
more, it's versatile and allows you to create
many more exciting & unique beverages.
®

Explore the limitless boundaries with Lamequick
in your next dessert creations. Together we
create extraordinary go-getting desserts, a
delicious surprise for the customers.

®

As part of BASF, we have a 150-year
tradition of innovation, which, together with
our advanced knowledge and expertise in
human nutrition, assures our customers
consistently high-quality food ingredients.
For more information, go to
https://nutrition.basf.com/global/en/human-nutrition/
products/lamequick.html

